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In fact, there is some debate over what the rarest eye color
actually is. Though the scientific research is lacking, it is
very likely that green is one of the most rare eye colors
worldwide. Green eyes are sometimes confused with hazel eyes,
which have both brown and green in them.
Purple eyes - A Wiki of Ice and Fire
It turns out that they are blue. So that leads me to ask the
question if there are any people with purple eyes out there.
There's a lot of debate.
Eye color - Wikipedia
Although the deep blue eyes of some people such as Elizabeth
Taylor can appear violet at certain times, "true"
violet-colored.

A Collection Of People With Purple Eyes And What Causes Them Conscious Reminder
Elizabeth Taylor's violet eyes were her trademark but is that
an eye color that truly occurs in nature?.
Alexandria's Genesis (Purple Eyes): Fact Or Fallacy?
It is said that there are only people in this world have
purple eyes. The famous actress Elizabeth Taylor has purple
eyes. Scientists have proved that human.
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In humans, the pigmentation of the iris varies from light
brown to black, depending on the Violet Eyes of melanin in the
iris pigment epithelium located on the back of the iristhe
melanin content within the iris stroma located at the front of
the irisand the cellular density of Violet Eyes stroma. They
are also said to have perfect vision until death. Sign In
Join. Seeofremainingcomments.Seeofremainingcomments. Even
people with the lightest blue eyes, with no melanin on the
front of the iris at all, have dark brown coloration on the
back of it, to Violet Eyes light from scattering around inside
the eye. In most circumstance, white people have lighter color
and less density of pigmentation.
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colors range from the darkest shades of brown to the lightest
tints of blue.
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